


not a competition…
Submission categories

1) brownfields
2) community revitalization 
3) smart growth
4) legacy programs

Two interests:

• a survey in search of best practices and transferable models.
• deal with concerns about pro forma approaches dulling opportunity



23 submissions…
Submission categories:  

• community revitalization (15) 
• smart growth (6) 
• legacy (2), and 
• brownfields (0) several projects involved brownfield environments



thesis…

Design and public process should be mutually reinforcing.



point of departure…

Problems have 
overlapping causes 
resolved by multiple 
participants

Problems are 
diagnosed for cause 
and steps taken to 
“cure” or “market”

Problem solving process

Capacities developed 
through interaction

Solving a individual 
deficiencyFocus of problem

Professional is 
resource for discovery

Professional provides 
answers Contribution of professional

Citizen/client drivenProfessionally drivenWho's in charge?

Social Equality 
Model

Traditional 
Model

Participation 
Issue



Unproblematic: 
step, to turn, to 
leap

Problem 
centered:  step by 
step by step

Procedure

ExperienceCredentialsWhat is valued?

Includes and 
recognizes 
mutual benefits

Limited to fee for 
service

Economic Exchange

Collaborative and 
reciprocal

Largely one-wayCommunication

Social Equality 
Model

Traditional 
Model

Participation 
Issue



an action agenda…
Best Practices Yearly

Conference & Exhibit

to talk about…

• action groups meetings
• advocacy positions organized interaction
• alternative finding outreach timed
• beginning to wonder partnering
• brainstorming press releases
• branding strategy print media
• campaign development process words
• cards for fact distribution pubic opinion polling
• catalyst spirit public hearing
• changing capacity public meetings
• charrette public action participation
• city charter plan(197-a) react and act
• committee services reciprocal planning
• consensus building research (action) (academic)
• decide announce defend resource inventory
• design concept respect for character
• design suggestion stakeholder listing
• design workshop stakeholder meeting
• establish framework steering committee
• fact sheet steering/stakeholder meetings
• finding common ground task force
• flyers television media
• focus groups transparent methodology 
• gain acceptance treatments and tracking 
• granting trusting the process 
• graphic illustration user studies
• idea translations visioning and envisioning
• implementation component walking audits facilitated
• outputs, outcomes walking tours guided
• instant drawing white paper distribution
• intensive focus windfall pressure
• Interviews wish listing
• jurisdiction analysis workshops (access to tools)

implementation component

transparent methodology

windfall pressure



categories…derived from submissions

a product of a full day peer review workshop

1. Strategic Intervention (discrete engagement)
More detailed design studies

2. Integrative (process is acknowledged)
Sketch Documentation

3. Educative (process is based on capacity building)
Diverse Media – video, posters, flyers, etc.

4. Reactive (process defined by external actions)
Illustrate Alternative

5. Design Leads (process is structured by design)
Renderings, finished drawings



categories…derived from submissions

1. Strategic Intervention 
More detailed Design Studies



multiple participants….

• University Based City College Architecture Center (CCAC)



ownership and implementation…

• University Based City College Architecture Center (CCAC)



hopes and horrors…charrette
ADL III & Vision Long IslandFour days of public workshop 

to examine: hopes/horrors

1. 2.25 miles of highway was 
“placeless”

2. Vision to “de-strip” & re-
center”



Cooper Square: a designer’s charrette…
Nancy Owens Studio, Inc.



categories…derived from submissions

2. Integrative (process is documented)
Sketch Documentation



Hell’s Kitchen
Meta Brunzema Architects

documentation 
community memory



Times Square
Design Trust for Public Places fellow: Tim Tompkins/Michael Fishman

the role of design advocacy

3 month charrette by mix of 
artists, urban designers, 
planners and designers

This project is “reactive” to an 
existing condition and design is 
generating the process.



• Text

• Text



categories…derived from submissions

3. Educative (process is based on capacity 
building)

Diverse Media – video, posters, flyers, etc.



106th Street
the degree to which people plan….

• University Based City College Architecture Center (CCAC)



new forms of design leadership…
City College Architecture Center (CCAC)

a jurisdictions map



on the roof of Silvercup studios
Balmori Associates

change required a educative 
design…

a location for public viewing….
demand for new public processes…



or film…
Center for Urban Pedagogy (CUP)

enriched story telling through film…
high grade production value and a CD to pass along… Images from:

What's up with public housing? PHTV Episode Two: Evictions 



categories…derived from submissions

4. Reactive (process defined by external actions)

Illustrate Alternative



vision planning codified…
BFJ, Inc.

197a…
Chapter 8 NYC Charter



Sheridan Expressway
Pratt Institute (PICCD)



Athens
Friends of Athens Waterfront Park

Keeping things the way 
they are supports 
confidence in the public 
process… but



challenges…
ShoP, Inc.

urban complexity…



IT facilitates broader base of participants...
ShoP, Inc.



change the problem… Rogers Marvel,  Inc.



Greenport 
community group submission.

public process imperative: a 
demand for “mixed-uses”

special zoning district

a major economic success story in 
a “design marketed” place.



categories…derived from submissions

5. Design leads public process
Renderings, finished drawings



traditions, expectations…
Nautilus International, Inc.

consensus

usual suspects

objective tests



does scale defines the process…
FxFowle, Inc.



choice: media = message……

pressing for a vision change in 
in terms of “square miles”

create public demand for 
continuity
digging out the hopes/horrors 
questions 



observations…

• Importance of documentation to define 
viability and transformation of idea…

“how we got here” documentation

• Participation has an  “arc” that produces a 
unique “metrics”…leading to

documentation of events, community sensitivities and 
position in TD/BU



observations…
• The intersection of technical complexity 

and the process… post 9/11

• Design leads/follows process.  It 
frames dialogue and advances visual 
literacy. “test schemes” to examine 
decisions…



summing up …

1. Strategic Intervention 
2. Integrative
3. Educative
4. Reactive
5. Design Leads the Process



more questions than answers...

• What happens when the evaluation is based on technical criteria alone?
• Who is the client?  Can the client ignore outcomes of a public process? Is there a client hierarchy?  
• How do you present a public process as well as you present a design?
• The honesty of participation can be measured by the equity derived by participants.
• What were the strategies for engagement?
• For the most part the submissions did not provide an overview with demographic or economic 

analysis.  We were left with questions such as “who are the people, where were they, how did they 
meet and work with the designer?

• How are expectations managed when the public is engaged?
• Why is it that a greater exposure to who is at the table is not more transparent? Honesty about 

what is expected. 
• As projects move forward have we left community a way to re-engage later?
• Can “vision” lead the process? (Cross Harbor, and Nassau Hub)
• How does the scale of the project impact the process? (Nassau Hub vs. Town of South Hampton 

or Times Square vs. Cooper Square)
• How do you present a public process as well as you present a design?
• How do you document the process?
• What were the strategies for engagement?
• Process depends on when it happens in the entire project history
• Potential to re-engage 
• What are the decision points?
• How is “a process” measured best? Is it how smooth it runs or is it the converse?
• Importance of education as a “climate” at start of the process
• How are we valuing transferability?
• Examine the dynamic difference between a public process that is top down or bottom up.
• What is the Technology vs. Participation issue?  Managing complexity?



questions…
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more questions than answers...
• What is put in place that assures a continuing public process?  There is no oversight system to 

assure a continuation.  It is typically  seen as a step in a linear process.  What are the “hold them 
accountable” assurances? 

• Accept the idea that people will resist change on the face of it.  Accepting the fact that this may be 
a useful defense mechanism. The presumption that initial obstruction by people obscures the 
process misses this point and denies the potential of added creative input.

• There should be a way to honor projects that take the added time and effort to fully integrate the 
documentation of the processes used into their final reports and presentations.  How can this “off 
strategy or scope”

• To what degree is a sense of “agency” created?
• Projects might grouped by the type of land use and/or the type and scale of the project as a direct 

corollary to the nature of the public process activity
• To some degree we have to admit that we are not finding what we are looking for in this project.  

Most of the real processes that lead to finished products are discarded, but they are rolled over 
and transformed into a finished product.

• How did the participation influence the design and how well did it take into account…
• What is the difference between “public engagement”, and “marketing and promotion”?
• Is there a flow chart for a public process?
• How is “what happens” stuff documented? How does the designer deal with the “we are the “real”

organization” statement.  
• Has the public process been cheapened?  Are pro forma approaches dulling more useful 

opportunities?
• Where is the check list?  Re-visit the history of “maximum feasible citizen participation.”
• What are the “bona fide” processes? The priorities? 
• What is feasible?  What is the standard of a public process?  How is it measured?


